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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In this interview, one of my favorite comedians, Jimmy Dore, and I discuss the propaganda machine

surrounding all things COVID. I’ve posted many of his videos on this site, as I enjoy his direct and

incisive commentary. Like me, Dore grew up in Chicago, Illinois. He packed up his belongings and

drove to Los Angeles, California, in 1995, and never looked back.

“Everything worked out in Los Angeles for me when I got to town,” he says. “It was a real

refuge being around all the other comedians and actors and artists. I got lucky, I got an

agent right away and I was able to get on television right away. So everything worked out.”

Exiting the Matrix

I'm impressed with Dore’s critical thinking skills because, like most people, he got caught up in the

propaganda and believed the COVID jab would be a good strategy. He took the shot, suffered side

effects from it, and had to Nnd a holistic physician who was able to guide him back to health.

Unlike most people, however, Dore was able to put two and two together after that, and realized he’d

been duped. The shot was nowhere near as safe (or effective) as they claimed. After that

realization, he started seeing through other propaganda narratives as well.

“I was completely propagandized,” he says. “I have a bone condition that I have to treat

every day, so I was afraid. They made it sound like if you got COVID, it's going to go Hnd the

most vulnerable part of your body, it's going to infect it and kill you. So, I was convinced

that if I got it, it was going to go right to my bones and kill me.

I was scared to death. So, I knew I was going to take the vaccine — and I was afraid to look

into it. This is true, right? Because I knew I was going to take it anyway, and because both

of my doctors had told me to take it, because they didn't know any better. None of us knew

at the time that they were suppressing accurate information. I didn't know that. Neither did

my doctors.

At that time, we didn't know there were other doctors out there with another narrative. I

didn't know about the Great Barrington Declaration. I didn't know there were leading

scientists and doctors who had a different idea. I didn't know what a criminal Dr. Fauci was.

I didn't know that he did the same thing in the AIDS crisis.

So, I took the vaccine, I got sick, and never got better. It was just horrible side effects. I had

180/120 blood pressure. I could have had a stroke at any moment. I had nerve pain, nerve

damage. I was diagnosed with occipital neuralgia, which if you know what that is, it's the

most wicked stiff neck you've ever had in your life.

I had joint pain, exhaustion, shortness of breath. I had it for months. Luckily, [I found

doctors] who were on the forefront of treating people who were vaccine injured ... and they

had a theory. My doctor was Dr. [Ram] Yogendra. He was working with [Dr.] Bruce Patterson

and their idea was that people who got vaccine injured would be presenting as if they had

long COVID.

They did a special blood test. He showed me my biological markers and said, ‘You are

presenting as if you had long COVID, but you've never had COVID. So, you got this from the

vax’ ... They gave me _uvoxamine, azithromycin and ivermectin. And when he gave me

ivermectin, I was like, ‘Hey, what's this? I thought this was that horse paste.’

That's when it was explained to me that we were being lied to on a scale that our minds

can't comprehend. That ivermectin not only is not dangerous, it's not only for animals, it's a

human medicine. In fact, it won the Nobel Prize for human medicine, and it's on the World

Health Organization’s list of essential medicines, has been prescribed billions of times and

has saved billions of lives, and is less toxic than Tylenol.

I was like, ‘Are you kidding me?’ And he said, ‘Jimmy, before COVID, they were looking at

ivermectin to treat cancer. It was considered a wonder drug. And the reason why they're

lying about it now is because if ivermectin treats COVID, they can't get their emergency use

authorization for these vaccines’ ...

So that was like, ‘Oh my god, they're lying about it. This is just a big money grab. And as

soon as I Hgured that out, and no matter what I looked into, they were lying about it.”

All Lies

As Dore eventually realized, the medical establishment lied not only about ivermectin, but also

about hydroxychloroquine and early treatments. They lied about herd immunity and natural

immunity. They lied about masks. They lied when they said the COVID jab prevents transmission

and could end the pandemic. They lied about the safety of the shots, and about the seriousness of

the virus itself too.

“The virus was never a serious virus,” Dore says. “Bill Gates, after he cashed in his stock,

money that he invested in PHzer, then he started telling people the truth. He said, ‘Yeah,

well, the virus, it isn't that deadly. It has a low fatality rate.’ This is a direct quote ...

It affects the elderly and those with comorbidities, kind of like the _u, but a little different.

The average age of death from COVID is over the age of life expectancy, but we're

vaccinating high schoolers ... children and babies. This is a criminal act on an unbelievable

scale. And they're still doing it because they own the media and because they've gotten

away with it and because they have immunity from lawsuits.

Why do you need immunity from a lawsuit? Why do you need that if it's safe and effective if

you've done all the trials? Because it's not, and you haven't done all the trials. That's why.

The people who are pushing this are the biggest criminals in the world, and they've already

proven that they are willing to kill massive amounts of people for proHt ... It's the most

psychopathic evil system I've ever seen. And everybody is OK with it. So, that was my

journey.”
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On the Vaccine That Isn’t

As noted by Dore, a vaccine that doesn’t block transmission of a virus (and therefore doesn’t

prevent you from getting sick) isn’t a vaccine. It’s a therapeutic. We now know for a fact that the

COVID shots don’t block transmission. They never even tested to see if it would prevent

transmission, which is something I and other scientists pointed out from the very beginning. We

also have an abundance of evidence showing the shots do more harm than good.

“More people were injured by the ‘vaccine’ than got saved by it,” Dore says. “Right now,

nobody should take it. Omicron is a cold. It has done exactly what Dr. Robert Malone

explained on my show in early 2021, that the virus is going to mutate to become way more

infectious and less deadly. And that's exactly what happened.”

During the Omicron wave, Dore got COVID three times, “and it was nothing,” he says. “It was the

mildest cold I ever had in my life.” Unfortunately, he made a second mistake the Nrst time he got

COVID. He took Paxlovid and got it again. That Paxlovid makes you prone to reinfection is now also

an established fact.

Corruption Will End the US Empire

“What's happening is we're run by psychopathic criminals and ... people don't realize that our

government is not ‘regular’ corrupt,” Dore says. Most people think of government corruption in

terms of Joe Biden giving his son Hunter a cushy job on an energy board in Ukraine, or Donald

Trump setting his son up with a business deal in Saudi Arabia.

But the corruption we’re now starting to see is far worse and more widespread than that. It’s been

integrated into every part of the government, and every system used to run it. 

“The whole thing is corrupt,” Dore says. “The whole COVID policy was corrupt. The whole

vaccine rollout 100% corrupt. Everything that happens in Congress happens because of

grease from the oil of corruption. And if there isn't corruption in there to grease the wheels,

the mechanisms of government don't run.

That's why we can send $100 billion to Ukraine because that's $100 billion in corruption,

while we don't send $100 billion to the United States to end homelessness. $100 billion

dollars could end homelessness three times in the United States, and they won't send it to

our own country because there's nobody there to make a proHt off it ... Our legislators make

a big proHt off war.

So, we have an endless death economy, and that's all we can do. We will not invest in our

own country. This is called an end of an empire. This is how all empires end, and we're

ending right now ...

We have 1,000 military bases around the world. You know how many Russia has? Three.

You know how many China has? I don't know, two. It's like nothing. We have 1,000 military

bases. We're the terrorists. We’ve had 400 military bases surrounding China since the

Korean War.

We're doing a war right now on Russia's border. Can you imagine if Russia was Hnancing a

war against us in Mexico to the tune of $100 billion dollars? Could you imagine if Russia

was sending their missiles and their tanks? What do you think we would do? And that's

exactly what's happening right now.”

We Live in an Illusion of Democracy

As noted by Dore, Russia, China, India, Italy and Venezuela are now joining forces to create new

economic power centers to combat the United States’ hegemony. “And they're doing it by saber-

rattling with two nuclear powers,” Dore says.

“This was the stuff that they said Trump was going to do. Trump actually wasn't, he was

actually a peacenik compared to these guys. Trump didn't start another war. That's why

they're arresting him. That's why they impeached him twice. They had to do an FBI op on

January 6.

The whole thing is, they know that people are done with the oligarchy. They're done with

this two-party duopoly, which is a uniparty because they all work for the same people. The

Democrats and the Republicans get paid by the same guys: Wall Street, Big Pharma, health

insurance, Silicon Valley and the military-industrial complex.

They all work for the same people, which is why we can have an ecological disaster that's

poisoning people in East Palestine, and nobody cares about it in the government, but they

will _y to Kiev and promise another $10 billion to a foreign country because corruption is

greasing the wheels of that happening ...

We live under a fascist government. Anybody who thinks they're voting for Democrats and

patting themselves on the back like they're Hghting against fascism or white supremacy, I

want to disabuse you of that stupid idea. You are not. You are voting for another brand of

fascism ...

This idea that you're going to end fascism by voting for a Democrat — we already live under

a fascist government! Your democracy has already been stolen from you. The perfect

marriage of corporations and government, that's what fascism is. That's why they

mandated vaccines. That's why they gave $100 billion to Ukraine, and they won't Hx

homelessness in America.”

Predictions for the Future

Like me, Dore believes things will get far worse before they get better. In terms of overthrowing the

corrupt uniparty, he believes we need a brand-new party that hasn’t yet been swallowed by

corruption, and his suggestion for Robert F. Kennedy Jr., who is contemplating running for

President in 2024, is to ditch the Democratic party and form a new one.

“I wish Bobby Kennedy would run as a third party, and I wish he would organize people to

get in the streets,” Dore says. “The guy, he's a real hope. When you talk to him, you can just

sense he's the real deal ... I know he is going to run as a Democrat, and wouldn't it be great

if he proved me wrong? ...

But superdelegates ... would Hnd other ways to rig it. Look what they did to Bernie Sanders

this last time. They invented a new app for the Iowa primary, and somehow that new app

couldn't count votes. Isn't that amazing? They couldn't Hgure out how many people voted.

And who invented that app? A bunch of Democratic Party operatives and donors.

So, they're going to invent a way. If it isn't the superdelegates, which it will be, they will

invent new ways to do it, plus the onslaught of the media. Plus, they'll just say, ‘Oh, he didn't

win. He didn't get the votes.’ And then if you say, ‘You guys are stealing the election,’ they'll

call you a conspiracy theorist, just like they did to anybody who challenges their elections.

When the Democrats challenge an election, it's because they're good people standing up

for democracy like they did against the 2016 election. They say the 2016 election was

stolen by Russia. So that's OK to say, but you can’t say any other election was stolen or

you’re a kook.

So, our elections weren’t secure enough in 2016 that a conman like Donald Trump could

win, but they’re so secure in 2020 that you could never have a question about it.

These people are pathological liars, criminals. We’re ruled by criminals. And I hope Bobby

Kennedy gets people in the streets because that’s the only way to get this done. Just like

Martin Luther King did, just like Gandhi did. That’s the only way to overthrow [the

oligarchy].”

More Information

You can Nnd more of Dore’s insightful and funny commentary by subscribing to his YouTube

channel. You can get livestream notiNcations by signing up for them on JimmyDore.com. You can

also follow him on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
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An article by Dr. Mercola of great relevance to humanity. What happened to Jimmy Dore is a great lesson for people subjected to the yoke

of corruption, people deceived by government institutions that, with the help of the mainstream media, have turned fear into a weapon.

The governments of the world have been captured and iniuenced by corrupt companies. Organizations like the WEF, WHO, IMF and

BlackRock colluded with governments around the world. These reactions have their fundamentalism in the fear created by this false

pandemic and in the germ theory that had its support in "germ theory of disease". Mass formation psychosis is a form of brainwashing

and mind control by the deep state media is not about rational thinking, it's about fear iooding your feelings based on misinformation, it's

the kind of mindset and thought process that actually gives that privilege to someone in a television screen or in the disinformation of all

the channels promoted by the corruption of the institutions.

The purpose of this massive panic was to persuade the population to accept the so-called "vaccines". The constant bombardment of

information about the virus and the number of infections, deaths, new strains, etc. that the Fauci iu has caused a greater state of anxiety,

generating immediate effects on the mental and immunological health of the population. It is the path to the Great Reset that causes

economic, social and health damage well qualiNed as Crimes Against Humanity..
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DR PAUL MARIK | WHY PEOPLE DIED. CORRUPTION AND FRAUD UNDERLYING MUCH OF THE LAST CENTURY OF “MODERN

MEDICINE”. Dr Marik is a distinguished Intensive Care specialist, a pioneer in the successful treatment of Covid-19, and a pioneer

in the treatment of injuries from the covid-19 misrepresented genetic injections. Dr Marik is a co-founder of FLCCC Dr Paul Marik

in conversation with Glen Jung of Bright Light News. Why did hospitals neglect early outpatient treatment of covid-19, opting

instead to wait for advanced illness, before admitting patients to ICU's , intubating them, and administering the deadly drug

remdesivir? Money and lots of it!

Today's post also includes the full interview in which Dr Marik exposes a corrupt medical system. While Nghting for his patients

lives against institutional covid agenda lies, Dr Marik's eyes were opened to the extensive corruption and fraud underlying much of

the last century of "modern medicine". In addition to sharing his research and practice in treating the real pandemic of covid-19

"vaccine" injuries; he also shares how he has cured himself of multiple metabolic disorders including type 2 diabetes, and is

helping lead the way in advancing real health care in the USA. drtrozzi.org/.../dr-paul-marik-why-people-died  (04/01/2023)
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Thanks Gui, good link to dr. Marik's article and 2 videos. Dr Marik is a distinguished Intensive Care specialist, a pioneer in the

successful treatment of Covid-19. The top video takes just one minute. Dr. Marik says that Hospitals in the USA got a $ 500.000

incentive (reward) to give the wrong deadly treatment, if you were being atmitted to the ICU, put on ventilators and the non

effective Remdesivir, pushed by Fauci to Nll pockets of Big Pharma who pay the CDC. If that is not corruption, then what is? Where

is the prosecution for manslaughter? The second video takes 45 minutes, in which dr. Marik explains the corruption.

Covid patients needed same extrag oxygen, but the ventilators raised the air pressure in the lungs which induced lung injury like

ruptured alveolars, increasing the risk to die. Lawsuits Pile Up Alleging Remdesivir Killed COVID Patients

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/lawsuits-remdesivir-covid-cola/  Dr Paul Marik and the FLCCC's Guide To Treatment of the

metabolic syndrome, diabetes, obesity, heart disease, hypertension, iniammation, and aging Thanks Gui for pointing out the

diabetes. After more than twenty years as a pharmaceutical dependent type 2 diabetic, Dr Paul Marik has resolved his diabetes

and other aspects of metabolic syndrome.

Dr Paul Marik shares how he has freed himself of type 2 diabetes and eliminated all drugs from his regiment with: intermittent

fasting (Time restricted eating), a low carbohydrate diet, and abstaining from processed foods. Dr Paul Marik and the FLCCC's

Guide To Treatment of the metabolic syndrome, diabetes, obesity, heart disease, hypertension, iniammation, and aging.

drtrozzi.org/2023/02/22/ending-type-2-diabetes-dr-paul-marik-and-iron-..
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Gui, a cure is needed for Gilman's, (sp?,) Amnesia. Gilman's Amnesia is when someone who is deeply involved in a subject, or issue

sees the orcial narrative and realizes This Is All Wrong...yet goes on with the rest of the Legacy Media's Reports on other issues

and believes they are somehow - true. There is a cure, it's called Community, where the different ioors of the Modern Tower of

Babble come together and compare notes about their lives and what are affecting us. Being Together and actually Being Together.

Finding where we can Nnd a sweet spot of solutions for Issue's. Not engaging in the distractions, Scream Meme's pulling us out of

the actual Center of Society.

Not under the thumb of the Global Monopolies using societies to prop up their System who engages with the whole of society

when it increases their strangle hold on the Majority of Humanity. Theirs is a Contained Control System of all the other systems,

especially the Political Parties. This why Tucker Carlson, Jimmy Dore, many more are leaving the whole Monopoly Captured

Red/Blue how do we screw you today. How RFK if not shouted down by Scream Meme's is focused on our shared issues and move

to actual shared real solutions.
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Thanks Pete and Just, yes modern medicine is a for-proNt scam, in other words, making money for the rich by iniicting death and

destruction on the uninformed and deluded population. These politicians are just puppets of the corporate globalists who are

clearly making public policy now and calling the shots through these puppet politicians. It is criminal that hospitals across the

country are paid $100,000 per patient to administer drugs like remdesivir, which makes money for Tony Fauci, and ventilators,

which basically kill patients in a few days.

survivaldan101.com/governments-put-a-bounty-on-your-life-for-each-covi..  (2022) Pharmaceutical giant PNzer in 2021 awarded

numerous grants to medical associations, consumer groups and civil rights organizations in order to create the appearance of

widespread support for COVID-19 vaccine mandates, investigative journalist Lee Fang reported. Public health groups, patient

advocacy groups, physician associations, community groups, and others, along with the Biden administration, actively advocated

for vaccine mandates as a key.

Among the groups are the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), the National Consumers League, the Immunization Association,

the American Pharmacists Association, the American College of Preventive Medicine, the Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy,

the American Society of Clinical Pathology and the American College of Emergency Physicians.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pNzer-funding-promote-covid-vacci..  (04/26/2023)
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Sai, former NHS care manager: “When you lump together four different diseases and now call them covid-19, you will inevitably

see covid-19 with a huge mortality rate. Mainstream media reported on this huge increase in covid-19 deaths due to the

implementation of the System of Medical Examiners. Hospitals received incentives to report covid-19 deaths. “I have no doubt in

my mind that the government has planned the entire pandemic since 2016 when they Nrst proposed the change to medical death

certiNcation.” expose-news.com/2023/01/17/how-uk-hospitals-manipulated-cause-of-death..  (2022) Families that have been

deceived by propaganda, censorship and misinformation.

covid-19 vaccines could kill TEN TIMES the number of the Holocaust in 2022 alone. The current medical tyranny and forced

medical experimentation make Adolf Hitler's regime seem kind by comparison. Dr. Steven Gundry that the damage caused by

Covid-19 vaccines will not be fully realized for years. With repeated doses, these iniammatory markers will only increase, putting a

strain on the hearts of the young. expose-news.com/2022/01/28/covid-19-jabs-projected-cause-62-mil-cardio..  

The Nght against the genetic weapon must continue accusing the hospitals of fraudulent cover-up that led to wrongful death,

violation of the Law of Civil Protection of Dependent Adults and Elder Abuse, The lawsuits claim that the hospitals subjected

patients to a “ Remdesivir Protocol” under which someone seeking treatment for an unrelated problem is diagnosed with COVID or

“COVID pneumonia”, then separated from family members and told that Remdesivir is their only option.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/14-families-Nle-wrongful-death-suits-agains..  (09/15/2022)
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The thing I like least about Jimmy Dore is when he has different standards for different candidates. He would give one a pass for

something that he didn't give another a pass for that said or did the exact same. He is also a Cornel West supporter. Cornel is a huge

Anthony Fauci supporter. I don't think I need to say here why I am not a Anthony Fauci supporter! One of the things Cornel said TO

Anthony Fauci is ""what a blessing to just be in conversation with you brother a great exemplar OF integrity honesty and decency you have

been over your 79 yrs on the globe..." He said that to Anthony Fauci during the pandemic but Anthony Fauci's evil deeds started long

before Covid. After all the hate that Anthony Fauci and his friends put out to the unvaccinated I could never support anyone that supports

him.
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How Jimmy Dore Broke Out of the Propaganda Matrix
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked

Comedian Jimmy Dore initially got caught up in the propaganda and believed the COVID jab would be a good strategy. He took the shot and

suffered severe side effects from it. Dore quickly put two and two together and realized he’d been duped. The shot was nowhere near as

safe (or effective) as they claimed



After that realization, Dore started seeing through other propaganda narratives as well

Dore realized the medical establishment lied not only about ivermectin, but also about hydroxychloroquine and early treatments. They lied

about herd immunity and natural immunity. They lied about masks. They lied when they said the COVID jab prevents transmission and could

end the pandemic. They lied about the safety of the shots, and about the seriousness of the virus itself too



During the Omicron wave, Dore got COVID three times, and it was “the mildest cold” he’d ever had in his life. Unfortunately, he made a

second mistake. He took Paxlovid, and got COVID again. That Paxlovid makes you prone to reinfection is now also an established fact



Dore warns that the entire government is corrupt. Corruption has been integrated into every part of the government, and every system used

to run it
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Do NOT call President Trump a con man.....he is not....at this point people should see what a con man is and that is biden and the people

around him....THEY are the con artists!  Trump is the ONLY person who can bring back American values and traditions, respect for the law

and the Constitution!
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Country_Me
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How do you Ngure that? Trump took one Million dollars from PNzer for his inauguration then fast tracked those jabs! While Trump

did give choice in one breath in the next he recommended them saying they are "safe" AND "GREAT" when they are not either one!

Trump vetoed stopping our involvement in the Yemen war that was killing thousands of innocent people. He pushed 5G! Assange

was arrested under his presidency. Then I Nnd out recently when listening to Judge Napolitano who was talking about a couple

things Trump didn't do he said he would.

I knew about the Kennedy Nles he didn't release after saying he would but I didn't know it was set to expire under his presidency

Sec 702. I am not sure if that has something to do with the Patriot Act? But it does have to do with spying on us. He told the Judge

he wouldn't sign to keep Sec 702 but then he signed it anyways. Then told the Judge they "twisted his arm" to sign it. If they could

twist his arm into signing a bill that is spying on us then what else will they twist his arm on?

Trump is also a huge Noahide Law supporter. The "7 Laws of Noah" are not from the Living and Most High God, they're from 2nd

Century rabbis who follow the Talmud, which teaches that the Son of the Living and Most High God is a sorcerer, a blasphemer, ...

If they believe that about Jesus, what do you think will happen to those who follow Him after the "7 laws of the Synagogue of

Satan" are enforced?

Jesus told them, in Matthew 23' that their House was left DESOLATE and that they would never see Him again from that moment

on, until they would say "Blessed is He who comes in the Name of the LORD." Trump supporting the Noahide Law which is anti

Jesus! At Bitchute "SJWELLFIRE: FINAL DAYS REPORT" www.bitchute.com/.../dm4PgoYWpnaj  'During his almost four years in

orce, Donald Trump has been the greatest supporter of Noahide law in US history.' www.israelnationalnews.com/.../290464  I'm

NOT a Biden supporter, either!
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Country_Me, ditto on the Trump review. I'd welcome back much of his America Nrst (well, almost, second to Israel) platform but his

handling of the plandemic was a disaster. He delegated when he should have questioned. ______________ I did not know Cornel

West was so cozy with Fauci. Several years ago when he Nrst appeared on my radar I was drawn into his message and style. Then

some time within the last three years when I saw a youtube replay of him and Larry Elder who were simultaneously interviewed on

network TV, West completely went off the rails and my view of him changed to that of a coddled academic.

Alas I don't recall the details but it was evident that Elder's counterpoint had struck a big nerve and the normally verbose West was

stammering with rage. __________________________ I don't have a vested interest in this company, nor do I own a TV but for those

who do, this box seems like a must-have to overcome the relentless data mining:

frankspeech.com/Video/deep-state-are-harvesting-your-data-and-using-it..
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How can you tell when a politician is lying? You can see their lips move. People need to realise that the Nrst recorded ventriloquism

is in the Bible.wol.jw.org/en/wol/d/r1/lp-e/1979841?q=original+serpent&p=doc
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Amen. Couldn't Nnd a button to reply to Country_Me's comment on the Noahide Laws ('During his almost four years in orce,

Donald Trump has been the greatest supporter of Noahide law in US history.'" www.israelnationalnews.com/.../290464) so I'll

comment here. I went to the cited link, and here's what I read: "Every Torah-observant Jew has heard of the Seven Noahide Laws.

These are seven very broad universal laws (with many ramiNcations) that God imposed on all the nations when Noah came out of

the Ark. They include the prohibition of idolatry, forbidden relations, murder, eating the limb of an animal while alive, theft and

blasphemy, and the obligation to establish courts of law to punish violators.

This is a very basic covenant that God signed with every nation, as opposed to the more complex 613 commandments that the

Jewish people must observe. During his almost four years in orce, Donald Trump has been the greatest supporter of Noahide law

in US history and he must be reelected if only for that reason." As a lifelong Christian, I can't Ngure how those principles are

"anti-Jesus."
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Lots of cancer patients tell me that their diagnosis was a spiritual awakening and led to marvelous experiences. To me it was just a bunch

of crap that I could have lived without. I did not need this in my life. I never doubted that I was a survivor and would overcome. I had no

intention of "learning to live with cancer". My only questions were how much misery I would have to suffer thru and for how long to

recover fully. I recognized that my exposures were due to the greed and negligence or other people, no fault of my own. However, in spite

of that, I did beneNt in one very signiNcant way from my experience. I learned that the standard medical system is corrupt, often willfully

ignorant and self-serving, and not to be trusted.

That made me hesitate when everyone around me was rushing out to get jabbed. Yes, it even became a status symbol among some of

the medical practitioners who let others know they received priority vaccinations, when vaccines were still limited in supply, because of

their special importance to society. I Ngured if I could overcome advanced cancer, there was no need for me to panic over an alleged

pandemic. Esp. when none of my unvaxed friends and acquaintances had come down with covid. (In fact, the people my husband and I

knew who died or experienced adverse effects had been vaxed.

We still suspect that more people we know are experiencing vaxine-related health problems, but neither they nor their doctors will even

consider the possibility. Things like tremors and dirculty walking with a sudden onset after vaxination.) I used the same tools I did for

solving every other problem in my life--study and gather information, verify, consider options, seek out those with experience, and realize

that "just because the experts do not know does not mean no one knows." I am better off today for increasing my daily dose of vitamin D

and i have stocked ivermectin in my home medicinary. -Plus many items that will also be useful for
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Yes, this is a condemnation of the capitalistic,free market for proNt system. It is the root of all evil. Why should the perps of the covid

scam care about how many people they would kill when they have killed millions by the many wars they have created. Peaceniks [JFK &

MLK&Dag Hammerskold] will be "removed" to keep the proNt machine going. The beauty of killing by medicine is that there is no

infrastructure destruction and proNts are enormous. On the way to de-population by medicine there is much money to be made by

prescribing toxic drugs with their negative side effects making people sicker. After they have raped America of its wealth they will move

on to the next money machine: China.
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While many people think about the level of corruption out of the COVID-19 event, there may be a larger issue here at work than simple

evildoers for material gain. I read studies that showed that the mRNA vaccinations are most likely updating the DNA. The mainstream

belief is that mRNA is a one way process. According to the studies I saw, the mRNA biological process executed as planned but toward

the end of the process a particle containing the genomic changes unexpectedly broke loose and re-entered the originating cell updating

the originating DNA.

This occurred within 6 hours of being vaccinated inside the liver. Please forgive my non-technical verbosity as I want to express the idea

and not impress with technical detail and jargon. Thus, what is the persistence of the changes, are the changes passed to progeny, and

are the changes bio-cumulative and generational? The greater concern is if the natural DNA is modiNed by unnatural processes and

persist, does that fundamentally change the natural essence of humans?

On a spiritual level, are humans no longer a direct creation of God. What are the implications if humanity is no longer God's creation but a

derivative creation by man. This kind of thing happened once before. In Genesis 6, the Sons of God mixed their genome with the

Daughters of men creating the Nephilim. Satan was attempting to contaminate the lineage for Christ and thwart God's plan for

individuals. This was disgusting to God, who destroyed the world after Nnding that Noah's generations were good.

Then there is the odd statement later in the scripture that in the end will be like the days of Noah. Regardless of one's spiritual

disposition, that is a really bizarre coincidence. Most theological scholars will remark that the world is in the Church of Laocidea (the end

times) right now based on scriptural trending. Has the vaccinated portion of humanity been deceived into altering their destiny, their

chance for hope in some devilish scheme?
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Insightful post Geo! The tinkering and tampering by Man typically never ends well, especially with health related matters and if

Man will not hold man accountable, it can only BE God who WILL impose his will in one way or another. Just a matter of time.

Nature always trumps the EGO of man
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Thanks Brodiebrock12. Nature trumps man's ego... There are so many Global Crisis being manufactured to include but not limited

to Global Pandemic, Global Famine, Global Pestilence, Global Cooling, Global Warming, Global Climate Change, Global Depression,

Global War, Global Greed, Global Cabals, etc... However, there are a few elitist who can Nx all the Global issues, all we need to do is

surrender our individual lives to them and it is Nxed. Nature has proven to correct man's environmental disasters quickly. During the

late 1960s and early 1970s spontaneous combustible ioats were on the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers as well as the Great Lakes

burning for days charring banks and coastlines.

100% of the coastline and banks had foreign bacteria. Environmental experts estimated it would take over 100 years to return to

the previous state. Once the source of the problem was properly addressed, the ioats stopped and the foreign bacteria was

completely gone in a decade. Chernobyl is another example. Experts expected the nuclear fallout to be a problem for 1000s of

years.

While there is some radioactive particles in the earth surrounding the power plant, the area is safe to tour and wildlife has

iourished. Habitation and Long term exposure is not possible yet but after 35 years signiNcant progress had been made towards

restoration. Unfortunately, altering the Genome can never be recovered from changes. GMO corn has completely eliminated

natural corn of which no longer exists on this planet. If some sort of GMO humanoid is developed and there are no natural humans

remaining, what implications is that?
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You can only appeal to a person’s better side if you advocate non-violence. If you know something is wrong you can only state it and then

appeal to their better side. A tyrant does not care about appealing to your better side since they believe in force to attain your obedience

and it tends to work but it lacks the concept of a free society. I believe that the sleeping giant is the silent majority but the silent majority

are silent for no good reason at all. We must learn to appeal to their better side unless the person has two heads, four arms and six legs.

These agencies fear something and that needs to be understood and dealt with in a thoughtful way. If we do not learn to reason together

then we will learn to fear apart.
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(Original post slightly revisited.) Fear, fear, fear, the Population is Polarized!!! (NOT!) The population is Atomized!!! The Mass Formation

exists in our Modern Tower of Babble. Keep people separated, removed from all other ioors of the Tower, and even within the many

Departments in each ioor of the Tower. There is this driving corrupted force behind it all, covered very well here on this site. A nice

distracting picture to look at promoting a Two Party, Winner Take All, when it's the same old, same old two horses pulling the loot wagon

with Corrupt Malicious Psychopaths holding the reigns. It's all usually guided to where the Psychopaths whims want it to go.

It seems likely RFK clings to the hope many had back in the sixties, seventies to create change from within and not throw the baby out

with the bathwater. So much has changed for the worst for Humanity over the decades, and it's gone far beyond Gov't to include many

Non-ProNt Organizations once the leading champions for various reforms. Untrustworthy Trust, such as The Bill and Milinda Gates and

many other front groups for the Psycho's Agenda inNltrated as many as possible so years ago it had all the appearances of growing public

awareness and corporate support - Green Washing. A new party at least, two new parties, several would be better as one new party

leaves us with the old two controlled parties, and two new parties would possibly give us three.

Otherwise, we are stuck with the facade of two parties whose only difference is how do we create friction to control the lowest number of

voters to participate, never solve the source of the frictions being created so as to keep one side screaming until they are blue in the face

on one side, and red in the face on the other. Beat the Beast, Come Together and solve as many of our own problems as close to home as

possible to give us the strength to then unite and solve our problems on the national and world stage.
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it doesn't matter how many parties there are. They are made up of the same types of corrupt people.  Until people garner strength,

belief and commitment to the Constitution, will the United States return to prosperity and the America we love!
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Well expressed, Just, there is a coniuence of factors that have served the tyrants to compose a medical dictatorship and a crisis

of fear for the population, which is added to pathological factors caused by junk food propaganda and environmental

contamination fueled by the big lobbies. The constant bombardment of information about the virus and the number of infections,

deaths, new strains, etc. Fauci's iu has caused a greater state of anxiety, generating immediate effects on our mental and immune

health. Have much larger and treacherous effects on our psychology and behavior. We are not talking about our body defending

itself against the disease, but our mind and our actions as a result of fear.

The truth is that when a country becomes a dictatorship, the media are controlled by government institutions that in turn depend

on the big monopolies, setting up oligarchies of power and money. Politicians who are largely corrupt, allied with an extreme

technological advance that observes us and directs us, who only look out for the interests of power and the beneNt and support of

the monopolies of great fortunes, are largely responsible for the dehumanization in which the world lives on all fronts of our

existence. Covid vaccines are killing healthy young adults at unprecedented rates and depleting natural immunity, warned Helen

Smith, a veteran nurse who is traumatized by what she has seen and endured while working in the intensive care unit during the

"pandemic ".

“I have been a nurse for almost 25 years. Most of my career has been in UCI. I had never seen anything like it in my entire career,”

Smith confessed. “They don't allow doctors to do whatever they want to help patients. Everything is being regulated by high

command in the hospitals." www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/11/exclusive-nurse-blows-whistle-heinous..  .----

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S0191886920304104
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Galestorm, (From above.) Beat the Beast, Come Together and solve as many of our own problems as close to home as possible to

give us the strength to then unite and solve our problems on the national and world stage. Nothing is a guarantee, and the number

of parties isn't either. It's just currently the Global Monopolist Control directing an appearance of two parties has to be addressed

as best we can. The most severe issue is Corruption! The Constitution was set up in a way to govern on issues with a hope to avoid

parties to begin with. Seems we've traveled far off that ranch.

Focused on issues, addressing those issues Locally creating True Real Deals is a possibility to focus on actual issues. No one

person is going to address our issues, especially not our direct individual or issues shared in an area, region. There are many

strategies for different areas or regions though some have overlapping concerns and solutions to improve things, if we don't wait

for Predator permission. They are not going to give it. They have proven they are only interested in One Size to Fit Them For All.
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The vatican has always been in control of the beast in varying measures. History gives account to this and the bible is explicit.
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rumble.com/v28kt74-gates-behind-the-bars-by-Nve-times-august-orcial..
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check this out www.youtube.com/watch
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MASONMANNIX
Joined On 11/29/2012 9:14:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh my goodness there is so so so so much to unpack here. Can you imagine saying something like this on mainstream corporate media

outlets? By the end of the interview, you would have an FBI Nle, be placed on the No Fly List and undergo a 2-3 hour check in at the

airport’. Glad he Nnally saw the light with regards to the Jab and Plaxlovid. What’s the tagline in the commercial: If It’s COVID, Paclovid!”

Take Jimmy’s advice and steer clear of it. As for us, Hydroxychloroqine, they gave this to many of the politicians in the previous

Administration when they got Coronavirus along with Ivermectin but then people in that Administration talked against these treatments.

Get ready for 2024 and 2025. Bill Gates and his crew seem to be hell bent on trying to make sick as many people as possible!
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TheFacts
Joined On 6/1/2014 10:50:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A good read... wake UP, America!! kunstler.com/clusterfuck-nation/normies-awake/?utm_source=mailpoet&..
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Momtad
Joined On 8/2/2021 9:54:13 AM
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Robert Kennedy, Jr., really? Pro pre-born baby killing, anti-gun, pro-global-warming hoax, pro bioweapon ("safe and effective vaccine"). No,

thank you.
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM
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Just in case you are a Trump supporter? You did hear when he said out of his own mouth when he would take their guns FIRST and

due process second? He didn't need any bills passed to have that view! Kennedy, Jr. said IF a bill was passed by BOTH Republicans

and Dems he would sign it so unless you are worried about Republicans joining in with Dems but I doubt that would ever happen.

Otherwise he made clear he's not for taking anyone's guns. Pro choice is not pro abortion! He doesn't make anyone have an

abortion!

I don't know if you support any politicians or candidates for wars but for people that do where thousands of innocent lives are lost

including babies that had NO CHOICE FOR LIFE but don't agree with pro choice they are hypocrites! Trump even vetoed stopping

our involvement in a war where thousands of innocent lives were killed and that is just as bad IMO as starting a war when you can

stop one and don't. Even Jesus gives choice! In this life anyways. Kennedy, Jr.

has also made crystal clear he is not for the WEF/Gates climate agenda! I sure hope you are not going by the EDITED video that is

circulating that has been debunked time and time again that anyone can tell the Nrst part of the video was CUT OUT where the Nrst

question was not even there so when Kennedy, Jr. said "they" who is they?? Someone can't just make up what they think the

question was that's not there. He is not for banning meat, banning gas stoves, or the other things the WEF would do to bring about

control.

As for his views on stopping toxic chemicals from going into our waters I totally agree with him on that! After Trump took one

Million from PNzer for his inauguration then fast tracked the vaccines he said they were "safe" and "great" when they are not either

one! Kennedy, Jr. wants them properly tested so he is pro vaccine safety but if you think we will ever have a president to totally ban

vaccines think again! The best we can do is have someone that won't force them!
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kertaylor
Joined On 11/10/2011 5:03:57 PM
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Jimmy Dore, you help me maintain my sanity.
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1Henrietta
Joined On 12/24/2021 9:48:33 AM
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juststeve: I could not agree with you more, elephants and asses screwing the masses.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Thank you, my laugh for the day and a vision for a new bumper sticker. ; )
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M.H.Deal
Joined On 11/22/2017 8:29:27 AM
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One persistently annoying habit of Mercola is his criticism of Chicago, the place that gave a start to him, Becker, Walt Disney, etc. And

now apparently this Dore guy. One feature of Chicagoans is skepticism, satire, and, sarcasm. I know, because as a Chicagoan-in-exile my

comments are seldom understood in other places. When I'm in Chicago, and can "be myself" with people I've never met until that time. I

don't expect these opportunists to "knock it off" but just to recognize that their derisive cracks are themselves very Chicago.
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Not only lied Jimmy, but intentionally and well orchestrated as in all planned. To simply call what people say is a lie carries no real weight

of value. These are legit crimes against humanity, and yet not ONE person responsible for the intentionality of ALL of it has yet to be

remotely held accountable in a meaningful and real way. Not ONE. Just sayin, and I know it's been this way for eons it seems now, but

unless IT changes nothing will. A rapist will rape unless IT is not allowed too. Its never been rocket science and yet days, weeks, months,

years and decades pass and the criminals get away with it all scot free. Not ONE!
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LSquare
Joined On 7/13/2019 4:12:39 AM
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3rd parties never win major elections. They sound like a high-minded panacea...when you're 16 years old. However, once you're an adult,

you have to grow up and pick a side. **************************************************** Late edit: lots of varying opinions out there, and

that's a good thing! Thanks, Grulla, but the only person that might have called me a liberal was some 2nd amendment nut who thought

that there should be NO gun laws whatsoever, and I politely disagreed with him (though, I do believe that every law-abiding citizen should

be able to own as many damn guns as they want).

What I originally wanted to add to my initial post is that more often than not, a major 3rd-party candidate has the good/bad effect of

causing a candidate that you like/dislike to win (see: Clinton (Perot), George W Bush (Nader), Trump (Stein, though Hillary was

very-iawed candidate). Anyone who wins the presidency is going to need to caucus with a D or an R; the two parties have the money, the

members, and are entrenched.

Bringing up the Whigs, Dixiecrats, and other defunct parties from 150 years ago does not really strengthen the current argument.

***************************************************** One can be a strong 2nd amendment supporter while believing that one's violent,

combative, and unstable neighbor shouldn't be allowed to tote around a working bazooka or M16, Grulla. No amendment is absolute; even

free speech has a limit ('Fire' in a crowded theater).
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When the Nx is in: it doesn't matter which 'side' you choose.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Both "sides" are the same side wearing different suits, speaking a different code to attract those necessary to their Center where

they are, gasp...Bipartisan.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"3rd parties never win major elections." Not true. In 1860, Abe Lincoln ran as one of four presidential hopefuls on a new 3rd party,

as a new party Republican, fending off three other presidential hopefuls.

www.britannica.com/event/United-States-presidential-election-of-1860  ~~~~~~~~~~~~ . "However, once you're an adult, you

have to grow up and pick a side". So now you are blaming immaturity (and insanity), for voting 3rd party. That statement, in and of

itself, sounds immature. That sounds so typical of all those "sophisticated" Liberals I grew up with in and around northern NJ and

NYC. :-( https://www.lp.org/platform
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Grulla, at the time of Lincoln there was not yet the full capture of our nation [and voting] all though they did succeed in

assassinating him and other presidents for going against them.
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"Late edit: ... Thanks, Grulla, but the only person that might have called me a liberal was some 2nd amendment nut who thought

that there should be NO gun laws whatsoever,..." "Gun nuts" believe in crime control, not gun control, and put the onus on the

criminal. The 2nd Amendment (2A) is a right and not a privilege, just like all the rest of the Bill of RIGHTS, without compromise.
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Dore says it like it is, very well. Now to identify the ones causing all this at the very top. Because this has not been done in any truthful,

effective way. History and the bible tell us who and what drives this whole global agenda. It is a centuries long agenda of power over the

whole world. It is the oldest of powers and iniuence on the earth and it covets the power of God. The dragon/devil gives this beast his

seat, power and authority and so is a relentless, driven tool of Satan. This is what needs to be addressed or we will never be able to come

out from under it. Only God has the power to stop it and guide us and protect us but Nrst we must know and love Him and give Him our

whole trust and obedience. We can only know this by the study of His word, the bible.
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Very well said, wise words. Dig deep and Nnd treasure. Words of truth. www.jw.org/.../search
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